Peacemaker
Special Edition

40 years a-growing…
a pictorial record
This special edition of Peacemaker tells, in
pictures, some of the story of a unique organisation: Afri, ploughing its distinctive furrow,
constant in its commitment to promoting peace
and justice, affirming human rights, and helping
to protect our precious, but fragile, planet.
But these pictures tell only part of the story: a full
account would take many more pages and many
more pictures. That full account includes years of
solidarity, campaigning, education (including
self-education!), all aimed towards raising awareness of why our wonderful planet is so threatened
and so divided – and taking action to address these
challenges.

40 years working for justice

peace, human rights & sustainability

The record of action ranges from solar solidarity in
Kenya, through the very practical ‘Water is a
Human Right’ project in El Salvador, to supporting
communities damaged by ‘Big Oil’ in the Niger
Delta. Back home it has included supporting the
Dunnes Stores anti-apartheid strikers, organising
regular educational visits to Northern Ireland
during the ‘Troubles’, and supporting another
community impacted by ‘Big Oil’ – on the Erris
shore in Mayo. And this is but the tip of the
iceberg!
We hope you’ll enjoy sharing our memories. We
thank you for your support and hope that you will
continue supporting us in the future.
Joe Murray

NOBEL LAUREATES ON THE DOUBLE

Desmond Tutu was prevented from attending Afri's International Conference on World Peace and Poverty in
1982 because his passport had been confiscated by the South African government. However he took up the
invitation in 1984 and is pictured here with our special adviser, Nobel Peace Prize winner and
president of the International Peace Bureau, Sean MacBride, during a packed
public meeting in Sean McDermott Street Church.
Photo: Derek Speirs

LONG WALK TO FREEDOM

When Niall O'Brien and the Negros Nine were
imprisoned in the Philippines on trumped up
charges during the U.S. backed Marcos dictatorship, we campaigned with the Philippino-Irish
Group (FIG) for their release. After his release Afri
invited him to be one of the leaders of the first Afri
Famine Walk in 1988 from Louisburgh to Doolough,
Co. Mayo
Photo: Derek Speirs

FRUITS OF APARTHEID

Later in 1984 the Dunnes Stores Strike
began when a group of workers
refused to handle the 'fruits of South
African apartheid'. Afri's support for
the strikers included organising for
Desmond Tutu to meet them on his
way to receive the Nobel Peace Prize
and facilitating their invitation to South
Africa, both of which brought the
strike to international attention. Here
the strikers are pictured on the picket
line - in the foreground the daughter of
one of the strikers is checking to see if
the rain has stopped.
Photo: Derek Speirs

SOLIDARITY PROTESTS
The 80s was a decade of solidarity during which
we campaigned to highlight the devastating
impacts of U.S. foreign policy in many
countries of the Global South, especially El Salvador,
Nicaragua, Guatemala and the Philippines. This
protest was calling on then president Ronald
Reagan to stop funding the mercenary 'contras'
who were destroying 'the threat of a good example' - the new revolutionary state in Nicaragua.
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BRIGID PEACE CROSS
In 1983 Afri launched the St. Brigid
Peace Cross schools campaign based on the story of Brigid giving
away her father's sword to a poor man
looking for alms - to highlight the
wastage of resources on war and
weapons while people lack the basic
necessities of life. Picture shows the
5 young Derry boys who started it all James Doherty, Maurice McGowan,
Neil Mahoney, Edward Doherty and
Peter McGowan - with Sean MacBride
at the launch in Derry in 1983.

WE SERVE
NEITHER
NICE NOR
NATO

Donal O'Kelly echoes the words of James
Connolly highlighting the military
implications of the Nice Treaty.

Launch of First Famine Walk
It was a story told by Desmond Tutu during his visit to
Ireland in 1984 that led to the Famine Walk in Doolough,
Co. Mayo. Tutu told the story about meeting a young girl
in a township in South Africa who told him that when her
family could not 'borrow food, they drank water to fill
their stomachs'. Tutu went on to say that 'people die of
hunger in South Africa not because there is no food, but
because of deliberate government policy.' This story
reminded Don Mullan (Afri Director from 1980 to 1994) of
the Great Famine in Ireland, its relevance for the world
we live in today and led to the Great Famine Project.
Picture shows Don Mullan launching the first Famine
Walk in Louisburgh in 1988. Don made a huge contribution to the development of Afri during his 14 years as
Director.
Photo: Derek Speirs

HOME AND AWAY

Afri was conscious that while we were involved
in solidarity work with countries in the Global
South a war was raging on our own island
throughout the 80s and early 90s. We didn't
turn our back on this conflict but attempted to
engage with people from all perspectives in the
North by organising regular visits there and by
participating in human rights monitoring. When
the IRA ceasefire broke down in 1984 Afri called
a meeting of NGOs which led to the 'Table'
event (the brain child of Donal O'Kelly) and the
Table campaign which called for dialogue
between all parties in the conflict in Northern
Ireland.
Photo: Derek Speirs

Just a Second!
When the U.S.
declared war on
Iraq in 1991 we
noted
how
quickly
and
easily a vast
military apparatus was put
in place for the
purposes
of
bombing
and
killing.
Yet there
was no similar urgent
response to the reality of
tens
of thousands of people dying of hunger in other
parts of the world. So we launched the 'Just A
Second!' campaign consisting of the raising of
the equivalent of what is spent on war and weapons every second and using this to support
anti-poverty projects in Ireland and throughout
the world. Young people got involved in raising
the money and we supported 26 projects with the
equivalent of one second's arms expenditure.
Imagine what could be achieved if the entire military budget (now $1700 billion) was used for
life-enhancing
rather
than
death-dealing
purposes?
Drawing: Audrey Walsh

WARFARE OR WELFARE?

'Just A Second!' subsequently became an educational campaign - which we carry out with secondary schools - imagining the alternatives to wasting
vast resources on weapons and warfare. Pictured
here are Justine Nantale (left) and Sakhile Heron
(second from right) with students from participating
schools in Galway at a 'Just A Second!' event.
Photo: Joe Shaughs

APRIL FOOLS
Working with artists has been central to
Afri's work. Here actor Raymond Keane
takes part in an April Fools day protest to
highlight the military dimension of the Nice
Treaty

ROSSPORT 5

The Rossport 5 spent 94 days languishing in jail
for the crime of protecting their families and
their land from a project that a Bord Pleanála
inspector rejected as "the wrong site" from
every conceivable perspective. Following their
release there was a lengthy, arduous and
punitive legal wrangle in the High Court in
Dublin. This picture of the Rossport 5 was
taken during one of many court days in Dublin.

COMPLETING THE CIRCLE
In the midst of the horror of the Great Famine
there were also acts of great generosity among the most inspiring of which was the
Choctaw donation of $170. As a result, Afri
have established a bond of friendship with the
Choctaw, inviting representatives to lead the
Famine Walk on a number of occasions. In
2007, continuing the generosity, Choctaw
artist, Gary White Deer presented a gift of
$8,000 to the community in Erris who are resisting the imposition of a dangerous pipeline
through the heart of their community.
Photo: William Hederman. Hedge School 2007

SOLAR SOLIDARITY
Abjata Khalif (pictured right) who is the founder and director of the Kenya Pastoralist Journalist Network, which works on the borders of
Northern Kenya, Ethiopia and Somalia, is
involved at the coal-face of conflict resolution
and tackling climate change. Afri's support
includes the provision of solar powered lamps
for schoolchildren and midwives as an alternative to kerosene.

El Salvador Water Project

"Water is a human right", consisted of working
with communities in El Salvador to provide
rainwater harvesting facilities: water collected
in the rainy season can be used by communities in the dry season - saving people many
hours of searching for, and carrying, water.

AN ARROW THROUGH TIME

Gary White Deer (who painted this picture) describes the Choctaw gift to Ireland in
1847 as 'an arrow through time - the arrow landed, was later rediscovered and
continues to be a blessing and a source of inspiration to many throughout the world
today.'

"POWER CONCEDES NOTHING WITHOUT DEMAND;
IT NEVER DID AND IT NEVER WILL"

the words of freed slave, Frederick Douglass, were brought to life in Donal O'Kelly's play
'The Cambria' part of which was
performed at the Famine Walk in 2009 by Donal and Sorcha Fox
(pictured here). Photo: Derek Speirs

LIGHTING BRIGID'S FLAME

NIGER DELTA TO ERRIS SHORE
Through our contact with Sr Majella McCarron,
Frank Kirwan and others who had worked in
Ogoni, we became aware of the plight of the
people of Ogoni, whose land was being destroyed
by the activities of Shell. When Ken Saro Wiwa
and his colleagues were imprisoned we campaigned, together with Ogoni Solidarity Ireland,
for their release. However, the military dictatorship in Nigeria, with the collusion of Shell, went
ahead with the execution despite global opposition. Not long afterwards Shell arrived in Erris, Co.
Mayo and Afri continued to highlight the abuses of
people and the environment for which they are
responsible, from "Niger Delta to Erris Shore".
Photo shows Ken Saro Wiwa's brother (Dr. Owens
Saro Wiwa) leading the Famine Walk along with
Vincent McGrath of the Rossport 5 and Christy
Moore. Also pictured are Breda Ruane of Louisburgh Community Project and Eve Tessera, Afri
intern. Photo: Derek Speirs

Lighting Brigid's Flame: Adi Roche lights the
Brigid Flame in Kildare at the start of the 1996
Féile Bríde gathering. Féile Bríde is organised
together with the Brigidines and Cairde Bríde
and has been going for 22 years. The original
flame burned for 1,000 years in Kildare before
being extinguished. It was relit by Afri and the
Brigidines in 1993 and has been tended by the
Brigidine sisters in Kildare since then.

FROM VICTIM TO SURVIVOR
TO VICTOR

Fr Michael Lapsley lost both hands and the
sight of one eye by a letterbomb sent to him in
exile by security agents of apartheid South
Africa. However, he later returned to South
Africa and founded the Institute for the Healing
of Memories to support people who have been
affected by conflict or trauma. He visited
Ireland as Afri's guest a number of times including participating at a conference in Derry
on victims of the arms trade which led to the
establishment of the Foyle Ethical Investment
Campaign (FEIC), which in turn forced the arms
company Raytheon to pull out of Derry.
Recently he held workshops with the community of resistance in Erris, Co. Mayo.

MARK THOMAS AND THE AFTER
SCHOOL ARMS CLUB
Afri was contacted by campaigning comedian, Mark
Thomas (pictured), to work with a school to highlight
the lack of legislation on arms brokering - the purchase and distribution of arms without any legal
oversight. We introduced Mark and his Channel 4
T.V. team to Sr Barbara Raftery and her students in
Coláiste Íosagáin in 2006. The students formed an
'after school arms club' and were able to move
weapons from one part of the world to another
effortlessly and also to have a 'stone throwing'
machine - a euphemism for a lethal weapon imported into Ireland under the label of agricultural
goods. Not only this, but the arms dealer and his
wife (pictured right) offered to come to Ireland to
demonstrate the efficiency of the weapon. The sting
was set up in a farmer's field in Laois, and when the
dealer had demonstrated the kill capacity of the
weapon the students emerged from cover and introduced themselves as the company directors. Realizing what was happening, the dealer changed his
tune and said that the machine wasn't a weapon but
used for distributing sweets to children at
Hallowe'en.

Photo: Derek Speirs

BUSH
&
BLAIR
- Bloody Bombers

Protesting the visit of George Bush to
Hillsborough, Co. Antrim in 2008. Pictured (left
to right): Afri board member Rob Fairmichael,
Joe Murray and Clare O'Grady Walsh.
Photo: Derek Speirs

THE SHANNON COLLEENS

Sorcha Fox, Darina Gallagher and Sinead Murphy singing opposition to the use of
Shannon airport’s wars of aggression. Photo: Derek Speirs

Christy

Christy Moore, who has supported Afri at a number of events, is
seen here singing at The
Commitments, an Afri event to
highlight human rights in the
context of a general election.
Photo: Derek Speirs

OTHER LANDS HAVE DREAMS TOO

Iraqi citizen Nuria Mustafa with her daughter and Kathy Kelly of Voices in
the Wilderness speak to participants before the Famine Walk in 2003.
Photo: Mark Doyle
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THE COMMITMENTS

Artist Robert Ballagh and actors Donal
O'Kelly and Brendan Gleeson at the launch
of our Campaign to survey - and solicit
committments - from every candidate in the
General Election of 2002, with the aim of
making human rights and global inequality
an election issue in Ireland.
Photo: Mark Doyle
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DEFENDING PEACE

Renowned Peace activist Dan Berrigan is
presented with a copy of John Maguire's
book when he visited Ireland to speak at an
event jointly organised by Afri and the
Catholic Workers. Among many famous
Berrigan's quotes he said: "Because we
want peace with half a heart and half a life
and will, the war, of course, continues,
because the waging of war, by its nature, is
total - but the waging of peace, by our own
cowardice, is partial."

WARS FUEL REFUGEE CRISIS
Standing in solidarity during a Day of Action
on Refugee crisis at the Famine Memorial in
Dublin, 2015.
Photo: Derek Speirs

TUNING IN
Musician Sharon Shannon and a local
young person at the 2004 Famine Walk.
Photo: Derek Speirs

PIPE AND REED BAND
Activist Mayra Gomez and musician Herman
Tintaya from Bolivia at Féile Bríde 2012.
Photo: Derek Speirs

KEEP IRELAND GM FREE

Chef and TV presenter Clodagh McKenna (pictured centre, with Clare O'Grady Walsh second from left),
joined representatives from the food, farming, conservation and human rights sectors as the
Government shifted its opposition to GM producrts in the final days of the Fianna Fáil Government in
2011. Photo: Derek Speirs

THEY ALL HAD NAMES

We aim to identify and mark mass famine
graves around Ireland as an act of
remembrance of our own famine dead and
solidarity with those suffering similar injustices
today. We also published a book entitled "They
All Had Names" about workhouses and famine
graveyards. Gary White Deer, on our behalf has
recently organised a number of 'new' Famine
Walks in Donegal and Derry.

A SHOW OF
STRENGTH
The Irish Government marked
the 90th anniversary of the
1916 rising with a military
show of strength, passing the
GPO on Easter Monday. Later
Afri pushed a hospital trolley
past the GPO to demonstrate
the real 'strength' of the
nation.

SHAMROCK SHAME
AND SHANNON

Actors Donal O’Kelly, Raymond Keane and
Dylan Tighe – dressed as a US soldier, a
Guantanamo detainee and an Irish politician
– marked the tenth anniversary of the
invasion of Iraq by dramatically enacting
outside the Dáil
“Ireland’s fawning
welcome to illegal warriors and its cold
indifference to illegal rendition for torture"
on Easter Monday 2013.
Photo: Derek Speirs

SHELTER FROM
THE STORM
Long-time Afri Board Member
Rita Minehan (centre) shelters
Herman Tintaya and Mayra
Gomez during tree planting at
Féile Bríde 2012.
Photo: Derek Speirs

East Timor Ireland Solidarity
President Taur Matan Ruak presents Joe Murray
with the ‘Order of Timor-Leste’ medal on behalf of
the East Timor Ireland Solidarity Campaign which
helped the nation achieve independence thirteen
years ago, having been invaded by Indonesia in
1975. Campaign founder, Tom Hyland said: "This
award is a timely and just recognition of the work
of Afri and Sean Steele in the cause of Timorese
freedom. The work of the East Timor Ireland Solidarity Campaign was internationally significant
and would not have been possible without the
courageous work of activists like Sean, and
people like Joe Murray from Afri. Their names are
etched in the memory and history of this small
nation."

FREEDOM

On the road to freedom, Tom Hyland of
the East Timor Ireland Solidarity
Campaign (before independence) and
Afri Board member Jack Hynes meet at
the Famine Walk in Louisburgh, 1994.
Photo: Derek Speirs
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Afri IN ACTION

Photo shows Board Members
Muireann De Barra (left) and Nessa
Ní Chasaide (in blue T-Shirt), and
Afri Administrators, past and present - Eve Tessera, Susan Hensel,
Lisa
Patten
and
Marie-Laure
Picoury (centre) - with Joe Murray
at the start of the 2009 Famine Walk
in Louisburgh.
Photo: Derek Speirs
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JUSTICE, PEACE, HUMAN RIGHTS

…AND
SUSTAINABILITY

Our work in promoting sustainable
development includes a policy of planting
a native tree at each of Afri’s signature
events, and supporting the development
of a small, native woodland forest, near
Laragh, in County Wicklow. Picture shows
Lisa Patten and Joe Murray at the 'Afri
forest'.

"Irishmen and
Irishwomen

In the name of the Markets and not of the
dead generations from whom she
receives her old tradition of nationhood,
Ireland, through us, summons her children
to our interests and strikes for her
enslavement to debt…" Donal O'Kelly and
Andy Storey read an ironic proclamation
in Arbour Hill at an Afri Easter Monday
event.
Photo: Derek Speirs
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(APPLE) CORE OF Afri

Afri's board are key to are activities, strategies, campaigns and successes. Staff and board at 2014
Planning Day. Photo: Rob Fairmichael

OPENING THE GATES
Michael Wade opens the gates
of Delphi Lodge to the
participants of the 2013 Afri
Famine Walk in a historically
significant welcome. A memorial to those who died on the
original walk and to all who
died in the Great Famine and
who continue to die from
hunger or Poverty now stands
in the grounds of Delphi
Lodge.
Photo: Derek Speirs

And the Man that Started it All… Fr Sean McFerran

Afri gratefully acknowledges the support of Trócaire, Joseph
Rowntrees Charitable Trust and Concern
Afri is a member of the International Peace Bureau, Act Now on
2015, Debt & Development Coalition Ireland, Dóchas, IDEA, Stop
Climate Chaos, Stop Killer Robots campaign
Afri has signed the Dóchas Code of Conduct on Images and
Messages.

134, Phibsborough Road, Phibsborough, Dublin 7
Telephone: 01 8827563 /8827581
Email: admin@afri.ie
Website: www.afri.ie
Facebook: www.facebook.com/afriireland

Having worked in India for
nearly 40 years Fr Sean
returned to Ireland in 1973.
Aware of the great poverty
where he had worked, and
the relative wealth of Ireland,
even at that time, he called
together a group of friends
and set up Afri ('Aid from the
Republic of Ireland') in 1975.
In the early 80s Afri changed
to 'Action from Ireland' with a
focus on tackling the causes
of hunger, rather than responding to the symptoms.

